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Abstract Networked robotic cameras are becoming popular in remote observation applications such as natural observation, surveillance, and distance learning. Equipped with a
high optical zoom lens and agile pan-tilt mechanisms, a networked robotic camera can cover a large region with various resolutions. The optimal selection of camera control
parameters for competing observation requests and the ondemand delivery of video content for various spatiotemporal
queries are two challenges in the design of such autonomous
systems. For camera control, we introduce memoryless and
temporal frame selection models that effectively enable collaborative control of the camera based on the competing inputs from in-situ sensors and users. For content delivery, we
design a patch-based motion panorama representation and
coding/decoding algorithms (codec) to allow efficient storage and computation. We present system architecture, frame
selection models, user interface, and codec algorithms. We
have implemented the system and extensively tested our
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design in real world applications including natural observation, public surveillance, distance learning, and building
construction monitoring. Experiment results show that our
frame selection models are robust and effective and our ondemand content delivery codec can satisfy a variety of spatiotemporal queries efficiently in terms of computation time
communications bandwidth.
Keywords Frame selection · Panorama video · Networked
cameras · Tele-robot

1 Introduction
Consider a high-resolution pan-tilt-zoom camera installed
in a deep forest. Connected to the Internet through a longrange wireless network, the robotic camera allows scientists and/or the general public to observe nature remotely.
Equipped with robotic pan-tilt actuation mechanisms and a
high-zoom lens, the camera can cover a large region with
very high spatial resolution and allows for observation at a
distance without disturbing animals. For example, a Panasonic HCM 280A pan-tilt-zoom camera has a 22× motorized optical zoom, a 350° pan range, and a 120° tilt range. It
can reach a spatial resolution of 500 megapixel per steradian
at its highest zoom level. The full coverage of the viewable
region is more than 3 giga-pixels if represented as a motion
panorama.
Unlike a conventional webcam with a fixed lens, the combination of the robotic actuation and the networking capability for a networked robotic camera enables collaborative
observation: allowing a group of sensors or users to simultaneously share control of the robotic camera. There are two
new challenges in the collaborative observation:
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Fig. 1 System diagram. The system includes two parts divided
by the dashed line. The upper part is camera control part. Requests from in-situ sensors such as motion detectors, preset features, and online users are fed into the frame selection models to
generate camera control commands. The lower part is on-demand

content delivery part. The grid in the figure represents a patchbased high-resolution panorama video system that allows multiple
users to query different part of video concurrently. I’s and B’s indicate the I-frame and the B-frame used in MPEG-2 compression

• Camera control problem: Where should the camera be
aimed? As illustrated in Fig. 1, the camera could have
multiple simultaneous inputs including requests from insitu sensors such as motion detectors, requests from predefined events such as tracking moving objects, and direct
inputs from online users. It is necessary to design an effective frame selection model to coordinate this collaborative
observation.
• Content delivery problem: How should spatio-temporal
video segments be stored and delivered? There could be
many concurrent online users who want to access the
camera. Transmitting the full-sized ever-changing gigapixel panorama video to every user is unnecessary and expensive in terms of the bandwidth requirement. Each user
usually wants to observe a different sub-region and time
window of the panorama video. For example, an ornithol-

ogist may need to study video streams captured early in
the morning and above the tree line where birds are most
likely to be flying.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, we address the two problems
above by developing new systems, new camera control models, and new data representation/codec algorithms. For camera control problem, we propose memoryless and temporal
frame selection models that can effectively combine multiple concurrent user and sensor inputs with the consideration
of various authorities and emergency levels. The frame selection models capture the camera frame selection as a spatiotemporal resource allocation optimization problem with
different weighting functions in its objective functions that
can be computed efficiently.
For content delivery problem, we notice that both camera
coverage and user queries have spatiotemporal constraints.
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To efficiently organize the frames captured by the camera
and satisfy various and concurrent user queries is the key
to the problem. An analogy to this problem is the Google
Earth1 system where each user requests a view of different
regions of the planet Earth. While the image-sharing aspect
of Google Earth is similar to our system, the primary difference is that the satellite image database of the Google Earth
system is relatively static and user queries do not involve the
time dimension whereas our system has to be run in near real
time and satisfy spatiotemporal queries. We propose a patchbased approach in a spherical coordinate system to organize
data captured by cameras at the server end. Built on an existing video-streaming protocol, the patch-based approach
allows efficient on-demand transmission of the queried content.
We have implemented the system and tested in both inlab and field experiments. The five-year field tests in a variety of applications have shown that the new developments
are effective and efficient in dealing with real world applications such as natural observation, building construction
monitoring, distance learning, and surveillance. The rest of
paper is organized as follows. After presenting the related
work, we discuss the overall system design and user interface. Based on the system, we introduce our frame selection
models and the on-demand content delivery part before reporting experiment results. We begin with the related work.

2 Related work
Our system builds on the existing work of networked teleoperation (Goldberg and Siegwart 2002) and panorama
video systems (Benosman and Kang 2001).
Our system is designed to allow multiple online users to
share access to robotic cameras. In the taxonomy proposed
by Chong et al. (2000), these are Multiple Operator Single
Robot (MOSR) systems or Multiple Operator Multiple Robot (MOMR) systems. An Internet-based MOSR system is
described by McDonald, Cannon, and their colleagues (Cannon 1992; McDonald et al. 1997). In their work, several
users assist in waste cleanup using Point-and-Direct (PAD)
commands. Users point to cleanup locations in a shared image and a robot excavates each location in turn. Recent developments in MOSR systems can be found in (Goldberg
and Chen 2001; Goldberg et al. 2003). In (Goldberg et al.
2003) Goldberg et al. propose the “Spatial Dynamic Voting”
(SDV) interface. SDV collects, displays, and analyzes sets
of spatial votes from multiple online operators at their Internet browsers using a Gaussian point clustering algorithm
developed to guide the motion of a remote human “TeleActor”. Existing work on MOSR and MOMR systems provides strategies to efficiently coordinate the control of the
1 http://earth.google.com
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shared robot. Users are usually forced to share the same
feedback from the robot. However, users may not be interested in the same event at the same time even when they
access the system at the same time. This becomes more obvious when the shared robot is a robotic camera. Time and
space of interests may vary for different online users. This
paper is aimed to address this new problem.
Our work is directly related to panorama video systems
because a panorama is a natural data representation to visualize data from pan-tilt-zoom cameras. Because of its capability to visualize a large region with high resolution,
a panorama video system finds many applications such as
videoconferencing (Foote and Kimber 2000), distance learning (Foote and Kimber 2001), remote environment visualization (Benosman and Kang 2001), and natural environment observation (Song and Goldberg 2005). The related
work can be classified into two categories: panorama video
generation and panorama video delivery.
There are many methods to generate a panorama video.
A panorama can be generated using a single fixed camera with a wide-angle lens or parabolic mirrors (Baker
and Nayar 1999; Nayar 1997; Xiong and Turkowski 1997;
Ng et al. 2005). However, due to the fact that it can not distribute pixels evenly in the space and the resolution limitation imposed by the CCD sensor, it cannot generate highquality video. A panorama video can also be generated by
aligning videos from multiple cameras (Swaminathan and
Nayar 2000; Foote and Kimber 2001). Although the design can provide complete coverage with live video streams,
those systems require simultaneous transmission of multiple video streams and the bandwidth requirement is very
high. Panorama video can also be built from registering a
pre-recorded sequence of video frames (Irani et al. 1996;
Trucco et al. 2000; Zhu et al. 1999; Agarwala et al. 2005)
captured by a single rotating camera. However, only portions of the panorama contain live video data at any moment.
Our system fits into this category as well. Argarwala et al.’s
panoramic video texture (PVT) (Agarwala et al. 2005) and
Rav-Acha et al.’s dynamosaics (Rav-Acha et al. 2005) are
representative work in this category that constructs pseudolive panorama video out of a single video sequence by alternating time-space correspondence. Bartoli et al. (2004)
develop motion panoramas that extract moving objects first
and then overlay the motion part on top of a static background panorama. We summarize the existing panoramic
video systems in Table 1. In existing systems, a panorama
video is always transmitted and fully reconstructed at the
user end because panorama resolution is not a concern.
However, when the resolution of the panorama is very high,
on-demand transmission is necessary. Our development is
the first system that tackles this problem.
Due to its flexibility in coverage and resolution, pan-tiltzoom cameras have been widely used in surveillance applications. Our system can be viewed as a special case of
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Table 1 A comparison of existing panoramic video systems
System

Camera

Band-width

Video output

Sample systems

Wide angle lens
/ mirrors

Single fixed

Low

Low quality live stream

Baker and Nayar 1999;
Nayar 1997;
Xiong and Turkowski 1997;
Ng et al. 2005

Multiple camera
panorama video

Multiple fixed

High

Live panoramic video

Swaminathan and Nayar
2000;
Foote and Kimber 2001

Panoramic
video texture

Single pan

High

Pseudo-live panorama
video by changing video
temporal display

Agarwala et al. 2005

Dynamosaics

Single pan

High

Pseudo-live panorama
video by changing
space-time volume

Rav-Acha et al. 2005

Motion
panorama

Single

Low

Static panorama
background overlaid
with live moving objects
trajectory

Irani et al. 1996;
Bartoli et al. 2004

Our system

Pan-Tilt-Zoom

Low

Partial live panorama

This paper

the automated surveillance system proposed by Collins et
al. (2000). They summarize the exist research in three categories including detection/tracking, human motion analysis, and activity analysis. our work complements the existing work by focusing on camera motion planning and
content delivery using inputs from multiple users and sensors. As pointed out by Kansal et al. (2006), networked pantilt-zoom cameras can provide very high spatial resolution
through controlled camera motion. Camera motion control
in (Kansal et al. 2006) was primarily driven by detected activities in the scene and only concerns single inputs. Our
work assumes known concurrent activities that have been
detected by either online users or in-situ sensors and focuses
on camera view selection instead.
Transmitting a panorama video is non-trivial. For a low
resolution panorama video system, we can encode the whole
panorama video and send it to clients. However it consumes too much bandwidth when the resolution of the
panorama increases. Furthermore, it cannot deal with random spatiotemporal accesses. Irani et al. (Irani et al. 1995;
Irani and Anandan 1998) propose mosaic-based compression. A static panorama background is first constructed out
of the video sequence and then each video frame is compressed using the static panorama background as a reference. Furthermore, it detects and indexes the motion objects and provides content-based video indexing. Although
they do not deal with on-demand transmission, their work
inspires our paper. Ng et al. (2005) propose to partition the
panorama into six vertical slices spatially and compress each
sliced video sequence separately using MPEG-2. When a

user requests the video of a part of the panorama video,
only sliced video sequences that intersect with the user’s requested area are transmitted. This method is among the first
to consider on-demand queries.
Our work complements Ng et al.’s work from two aspects. First, Ng et al.’s work designs for multiple-camera
systems that have omni-directional coverage. Due to their
full coverage, there is no discontinuity spatiotemporally in
the coverage of input image data. Our work is the first design for pan-tilt-zoom robotic camera, where the input image data coverage are usually not continuous in time for a
given location. Due to this discontinuity and the random access nature of user queries, our system actually has three
different types of outputs: (1) static panorama, (2) archived
video, and (3) live video whereas Ng et al.’s design only has
video data as output. To directly apply Ng et al.’s design into
a PTZ camera will results in repeatedly encoding the data
from the previous patches when there is no live coverage
and dramatically reduce the efficiency. Second, Ng et al.’s
work design divides the panoramic video into vertical tiles.
This works great for cylindrical panorama, which is usually
the case for multi-camera panorama video system. As shown
in our new experiment results, this is not very efficient for a
PTZ camera that has large tilt displacement. Its efficiency
of encoding decreases as the camera tilt range increases.
Furthermore, our work is the first to study how the different patch design would impact system performance such as
bandwidth requirement and compression time.
Our lab has developed various algorithms for pan-tiltzoom cameras. In (Song et al. 2003, 2006a), we develop
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shared camera control algorithms to deal with competing
requests from online users. We address the image alignment problem in a spherical coordinate system in (Qin et
al. 2006). We also address the camera calibration problem
in natural environments where steady calibration objects are
not available (Song et al. 2006b). In this paper, we build
on our system development in networked camera system in
the past five years and propose systematic solutions for the
camera control problem and the content delivery problem in
networked robotic cameras.

contents to a user such as a pre-stored video segment, a
high-resolution static image with the timestamp closest to
the request time window, or a live video from the camera.
On the other hand, users might use low-power devices
such as PDAs or cell phones, which do not have the computation power to perform expensive image alignment and
panorama construction computation. The server should perform as much computation in generating and delivering
panorama video as possible. The server employs our evolving panorama to accomplish the task.

3 System architecture

3.1 Evolving panorama

Figure 2 illustrates our system architecture. Any user with
Internet connection can access our system. Users log on to
our system and send their queries to a server. The server directly connects to the camera. The connection is most likely
via a long distance wireless connection if the camera is deployed in a remote area. The system is not limited to a single camera. Multiple cameras can be used to increase coverage as long as their image frames can be projected into
the same spherical panorama. Here we use a single camera
to illustrate the idea. Since the camera cannot provide the
concurrent coverage of the entire viewable region due to its
limited field of view and the limited number of pixels in its
CCD sensor, a selective coverage is needed. In our system,
the camera parameters are controlled by the frame selection
model which accepts inputs from preprogrammed patrolling
sequence, in-situ sensors, and/or user requests as illustrated
in Fig. 1.
The user interface consists of two parts: a static background panorama that covers the user query region and
a video segment superimposed on top of the background
panorama if there are video data collected for the queried
time duration. Therefore, depending on user queries and
camera configurations, the server may transmit different

As illustrated in Fig. 3, we propose an evolving panorama
model to deal with spatiotemporal camera frame inputs and
user queries. The evolving panorama is not a panorama but
a collection of individual frames with timestamped registration parameters. The registration parameters allow the frame
to be registered as part of a virtual spherical panorama.
A panorama is usually constructed by projecting frames
taken at different camera configurations into a common
coordinate system, which is referred to as a composite
panorama coordinate system. We choose a spherical coordinate system as the composite panorama coordinate system
due to its relative small distortion if compared to a planar
panorama composite coordinate system and large tilt coverage if compared to a cylindrical panorama composite coordinate system. In (Qin et al. 2006), we have shown that image alignment on a same spherical surface can be performed
very efficiently because there exist projection invariants to
allow the quick computation of registration parameters. Using a pre-calibrated camera, a point q = (u, v)T in a newlyarrived video frame F is projected to the point q̃ = (ũ, ṽ)T
in F̃ in the spherical coordinate system. The spherical coordinate system is centered at the lens optical center and has

Fig. 2 System architecture and user interface
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Fig. 3 Evolving panorama

Fig. 4 The relationship
between the evolving panorama
and a user query. The striped
regions indicate how the
evolving panorama updates as
camera frames arrive.
The shaded box indicates the
part of the data the user queries

its radius equal to focal length f of the lens. The spherical
pre-projection that projects q to q̃ is,
 
u
ũ = arctan
,
(1a)
f


v
.
(1b)
ṽ = − arctan 
u2 + f 2

fact, we do not store and build the whole panorama in order
to avoid expensive computation.
Different users might have different spatiotemporal
queries. We also need to understand the relationship between the evolving panorama and user queries.

Each point (ũ, ṽ)T in F̃ is defined using local pan and tilt
spherical coordinates with units of radians. This is a local
spherical coordinate because it forces the camera’s optical
axis to overlap with vector (ũ = 0, ṽ = 0). The next step is
to re-project the local spherical coordinate to a global spherical coordinate to obtain image registration parameters using image alignment. The concept of an evolving panorama
builds on the fact that the panorama is continuously updated
by the incoming camera frames as illustrated in Fig. 3(c). In

For a high resolution panorama video, it is impractical to
transmit the entire video sequence due to bandwidth limitations. The screen resolution of the display device also limits
the resolution of the video. Additionally, a user might not
be interested in the entire viewable region. As illustrated in
Fig. 4, a typical user query can be viewed as a 3D rectangular query box in space and time. Define qi as the ith query,

3.2 Understanding user queries

qi = [u, v, w, h, ts , te ],

(2)
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Fig. 5 Requested regions for a
robotic camera in natural
observation

where (u, v) defines the center position of the query rectangle on the panorama, w and h are width and height of
the rectangle, and time interval [ts , te ] defines the time window of the request. Figure 4 only illustrates a single user
query. At any time k, there may be many different concurrent queries. Addressing the need of different and concurrent queries in content-delivery is one of the requirements
for our system. When time interval [ts , te ] of a user query
intersects with current time, it means the user requests the
right to control the camera and hence the user generates a
requested region in the camera viewable region.
3.3 Understanding requested regions
At any given time, the camera might receive multiple concurrent requests from different sources as illustrated in
Fig. 5. Each requested region is characterized by a rectangle
ri = [ui , vi , wi , hi , zi , ωi ],

(3)

where variables ui , vi , wi , and hi define the rectangle in the
same ways as u, v, w and h in (2), zi refers to the desirable
resolution, and ωi is the weight associated with the ith requested region. Weight ωi indicates that requests might have
different emergency/importance levels determined by the interests of observation and user authority levels. For example,
a request triggered by a motion detector is usually more important than a regular patrolling behavior in security surveillance. An expert in natural observation is usually granted
with higher weight by the system that of a student. Since
there is only one camera and usually more than one request,
we need to choose camera configurations for the competing
requests. Frame selection models are designed to serve this
purpose.

4 Frame selection models
In our collaborative observation system, c is a vector of camera parameters that users can control. Let c define a camera
frame [x, y, z], where x, y specify the center point of the
frame, which is corresponding to pan and tilt, and z specifies the resolution of the frame, which corresponds to frame
size and zoom level due to the fixed number of pixels in a
camera CCD sensor. c defines a rectangular camera frame
(the camera has a fixed aspect ratio of 4:3). User i requests
a desired frame ri as defined in (3). Given requests from n
users, the system computes a single global frame c∗ that will
best satisfy the set of requests.
We define a Coverage-Resolution Ratio (CRR) metric for
request “satisfaction” s(c, ri ) based on how the request ri
compares with a candidate camera frame c,


zi
Area(ri ∩ c)
si (ri , c) = ωi
min
,1 .
Area(ri )
z
i ∩c)
The term Area(r
Area(ri ) characterizes coverage ratio. The resolution ratio min(zi /z, 1) reaches its maximum of 1 if the
candidate frame resolution is better than the requested resolution: z ≤ zi . Here we abuse the set intersection operator ∩
and ri ∩ c refers to the overlapping region between ri and c.
Each of n users submits a request. Let

s(c) =

n


si (ri , c).

(4)

i=1

In the memoryless frame selection model, we want to
find c∗ , the value of c that maximizes s(c) based only on
the current set of requests:
max s(c).
c

In each motion cycle, we servo the camera to this frame.
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An alternative frame selection model is based on the history of requests over multiple motion cycles. We extend (4)
using a weighted sum of the request satisfaction. In this case
total satisfaction is a function of time t:
s(c, t) =

n


αi (t)si (ri (t), c(t))

(5)

i=1

where the weight αi (t) for user i is a function of the request’s previous “dissatisfaction” level: ui (t) = 1 − si (ri (t),
c(t)). One candidate form for weights is
αi (t) =

t−1

ui (k)
,
2t−1−k

(6)

k=0

which yields the recursive formulation:
αi (t) = ui (t − 1) + αi (t − 1)/2.
If request i does not get satisfied by the camera frame computed during the current frame, its weight αi (t), will increase over future motion cycles, eventually dominating the
weights of other requests to satisfy its desired frame request.
In this sense fairness is guaranteed over time. We name this
frame selection model as temporal frame selection model.
Depending on camera characteristics and scene characteristics, different weighting functions and constraints can
be used in (6) and in the optimization problem.
For example, if the servo speed of the camera is slow,
then the camera traveling time should be considered. Due to
motion blurring, we do not want keep images taken during
travel. Hence we want to reduce camera travel time. One
possible solution is to weight each request by the traveling
time. Then (5) can be modified as,
αi (t) =

1
,
ci (t) − c(t − 1)2

(7)

where,  · 2 is the L2 distance, c(t − 1) is the current camera position which is generated at the last period t − 1,
and ci (t) = arg maxc si (ri (t), c) is the camera frame satisfying ri (t) if request ri (t) is the only request to the camera.
Weight function αi (t) is inversely proportional to the traveling distance ci (t) − c(t)2 . This extension will create a
“lazy frame selection” model that do not like to change the
Fig. 6 A snapshot of the
evolving panorama video at
time k. The striped regions are
current camera coverage. Note:
this figure assumes there are two
cameras

camera setting significantly. This weighting is not used in
our tests, because the Panasonic HCM 280 camera rotates at
120 degrees per second. The traveling time usually a fraction
of a second is negligible if compared with the time for refocusing, the time for re-adjusting iris, and the time for stabilizing the camera, which usually takes more than a second.
The existing frame selection model allows partial coverage of user requests. This works for applications such as
observation and surveillance. However, complete coverage
of the object would be required for some applications. For
example, a partial coverage of the penguin in Fig. 5 would
be no value to the request. Thus, we need to augment our
optimization problem by introducing request integrity constraints such as Area(ri ∩ c) ∈ {∅, ri } for served users.
These frame optimization problems can be solved with
exact algorithms (Song et al. 2006a) or fast approximation
algorithms (Song et al. 2003; Song and Goldberg 2007). The
frame selection models address the camera control problem.
However, user interests are not necessarily to be focused on
the current camera frame. Delivering contents to users ondemand is the second challenge. The on-demand delivery
builds on server-side data representation: how the evolving
panorama in Fig. 3 is encoded.

5 On-demand content delivery
We propose a patch-based panorama video data representation. This data representation allows us to partition the
image space and allows partial update and partial retrieval.
Built on the data representation, we then present a frame insertion algorithm and a user query algorithm. To illustrate
the idea, we build our algorithms based on the MPEG-2
streaming protocol, which is the most popular protocol that
can be decoded by a majority of client devices. However, the
design can be easily extended to more recent protocols such
as the MPEG-4 family for better compression and quality.
5.1 Patch-based evolving panorama video representation
We partition the panorama video into patches and encode
each patch individually using MPEG-2 algorithms. Figure 6
shows a snapshot of the patch-based panorama at time k.

Auton Robot (2008) 24: 435–449
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Only a subset of patches contain live video data because
cameras cannot provide full coverage of the entire viewable
region at a high-zoom setting. The panorama snapshot is a
mixture of live patches and static patches. Let us define the
j th patch as pj , j = 1, . . . , N for a total of N patches. Each
patch contains a set of video data pj = {pj k | k = 1, . . . , ∞}
across the time dimension. Define Fk as the camera coverage
in the viewable region at time k, which refers to the striped
region in Fig. 6. If pj intersects with Fk , pj k contains live
video data at time k. Otherwise, pj k is empty and does not
need to be stored. To summarize this, the whole patch-based
evolving panorama video Pt at time t is a collection of live
patches pj k s,
Pt = {pj k | j = 1, . . . , N, k = 1, . . . , t, pj k ∩ Fk = ∅}. (8)
5.2 Frame insertion algorithm
When a new video frame Ft arrives at time t, we need to
update Pt−1 to get Pt ,
Pt = Pt−1 ∪ {pj t | j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, pj t ∩ Ft = ∅}.

(9)

Implementing (9) on the server is nontrivial. As illustrated
in Fig. 1, for raw video frame Ft , its extrinsic camera parameters are first estimated by aligning with previous frames.
The alignment process is performed on the spherical surface coordinate system. Next, we project the frame Ft onto
the composite panorama spherical coordinate system. For
each patch pj intersecting with Ft , we encode it individually. We use an MPEG-2 encoder for patch encoding in our
implementation. As with any MPEG-2 encoders, the size
boundary for the number of frames inside one group of pictures (GOP) is predefined. Each GOP contains one I frame
and the rest of the frames are either P frames or B frames.
The size of the GOP should not be too large for quick random temporal video retrieval. Each patch holds its own GOP
buffer. If the patch pj intersects the current frame Ft , the
updated patch data are inserted into patch video sequence
Pj ’s GOP buffer. Whenever the GOP buffer reaches its size
limit, we encode it using the standard MPEG-2. Since only
a partial area of the panorama contains live video data at a
certain time range and the number of the frames inside the
GOP is predefined, the patch video data pj k inside one patch
video segment are not necessarily continuous in the time dimension. We summarize the patch-based evolving panorama
video encoding Algorithm 1.
5.3 User query algorithm
At time t, the system receives the ith user query qi =
[u, v, w, h, ts , te ]. To satisfy the request, we need to send the
following data to the user at time t,
qi ∩ Pt = {pj k | j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, k ∈ [ts , te ],
pj k ∩ qi = ∅, pj k = ∅}.

(10)

Remark 1 It is worth mentioning that qi is different from ri
defined in (3). ri refers to the user request to current camera configuration which only involves his/her desired camera control commands. Therefore, it does not have length
in time dimension. However, qi is user i’s query to existing
panoramic video database. There is a time window associated with qi . qi can be used as ri only if the time window of
qi contains current time t, t ∈ [ts , te ].
We implement this query as follows: for each pj we keep
track of its start position and the timestamp of I frames in a
lookup table, which is used for random spatiotemporal video
access. After receiving ri , the streaming server first locates
the nearest I frame with respect to ts and te . If the streaming
server identifies there is no live data in patch pj in the requested time range, no additional video data is transmitted
for patch pj . This procedure can be summarized as Algorithm 2.
The decoding procedure at the client side is the standard
MPEG-2 decoding. It is worth mentioning that the output of
the system is not always a video segment. As illustrated in
Fig. 4, a user-requested region does not overlap with camera coverage at time k + 1. It is possible that a user request

Algorithm 1: Frame insertion algorithm
input : Ft
output: Updated evolving panorama video
wrap Ft onto the spherical surface;
estimate Ft ’s registration parameters by aligning it
with previous frames;
project Ft onto the sphere panorama surface;
for each pj and pj ∩ Ft = ∅ do
insert pj t into pj ’s GOP buffer;
for each pj , j = 1, . . . , N do
if pj ’s GOP buffer is full then
encode patch video segment;
store patch video segment start position and
time data into lookup table;
reset GOP buffer for incoming data;

Algorithm 2: User query algorithm
input : ri
output: ri ∩ P in MPEG-2 format
Identify patch set
S = {pj |j ∈ {1, . . . , N }, pj ∩ ri = ∅};
for each pj ∈ S do
find the nearest I frame pj b earlier or equal to ts ;
find the nearest I frame pj c later or equal to te ;
transmit the patch segments between pj b and pj c ;
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might not intersect with any camera frames for the entire
query time window [ts , te ]. For this situation, this algorithm
will output an I-frame that is closest to [ts , te ]. Therefore, it
sends a static image closest to the request. If the user request
happens to be overlapped with current live camera coverage, the user receives live video. This algorithm allows three
types of outputs: a pre-stored video, a live video, and a static
image.

6 Experiments and results
The system has been tested extensively during its 5-year development. We start the experiment with in-lab tests and
then deploy the system for a variety of applications such as
public surveillance, building construction monitoring, and
natural observation. To ensure the robustness, we have tested
both frame selection models and on-demand content delivery using different hardware configurations.
6.1 Hardware
We have tested our system using three types of Pan-TiltZoom cameras as illustrated in Fig. 7. Table 2 lists the specifications of the three cameras. Among those parameters, pan
range, tilt range, and lens Horizontal Field Of View (HFOV)
determine the overall coverage of the panorama. Image resolution, size of CCD sensor, and focus length are used to
establish coordinate projection model between the image
coordinate system and the composite panorama coordinate
system.
6.2 Experiment with frame section models
Figure 8 shows four examples with the memoryless frame
selection model. Note that the optimal frame grows in image (b) after a large requested region is added. In Fig. 8(c),

two more requested regions entered the system. Since they
can not compete with the central group of requested regions,
the optimal frame remains unchanged. Figure 8(d) shows a
case with all but two requested regions disjoint, the algorithm selects a frame that covers the two overlapping requested regions. Figure 8 also illustrates that some requests
can be starved indefinitely.
Figure 9 shows four examples with the temporal frame
selection model, where frame selection is based on request
satisfaction over multiple motion cycles. A sequence of 4
motion cycles is illustrated with the same set of requested regions. Note that with this model, the camera frame changes
to balance overall satisfaction over time.
During the in-lab test for frame selection models, the system went online in June of 2002 with the camera installed
in Alpha Lab, UC Berkeley from June 8, 2002 to February
2003 as shown in the previous figures. An illustration of the
total requested frames is shown in Fig. 10.
Figure 10(a) displays all 4822 requested regions from online users for the experiment duration. We are interested in
how user interest is distributed in the panorama. To compute the interest distribution, we define g(x, y) be the interest for point (x, y) in gray scale, i.e. 0 ≤ g(x, y) ≤ 255,
rj : 1 ≤ j ≤ 4822 be the j th requested regions, and an indicator variable,

1 if (x, y) ∈ rj ,
I (x, y, j ) =
0 otherwise.
Say a darker point means more interest, the interest for point
(x, y) is g(x, y), and define gmax = arg max(x,y) g(x, y),
4822


j =1 I (x, y, j )
.
g(x, y) = 255 1 −
gmax
We compute g(x, y) for each point in the panorama and generate Fig. 10(b). As shown in the figure, the most popular
region is the center of the camera workspace, looking at the
Adept robot arm in the lab, where one our colleague was
often performing robot calibration tests.
6.3 Experiment with on-demand content delivery

Fig. 7 The pan-tilt-zoom cameras tested with our system

Table 2 A comparison of
technical specifications of the
3 Pan-Tilt-Zoom cameras tested
in our system

The server used in the test is a Dell Dimension DX with a
3.2 GHz Pentium dual-core processor and 2 GB RAM. The
video camera is a Panasonic HCM 280a. We have implemented our algorithms using Visual C++ in Microsoft Visual

Camera

Pan

Tilt

Zoom

Focus length

HFOV

VCC3

−90°–(+90°)

−30°–(+25°)

10×

4.2–42 mm

4°–46°

VCC4

−100°–(+100°)

−30°–(+90°)

16×

4–64 mm

3°–47.5°

HCM 280

−175°–(+175°)

0°–(−120°)

21×

3.8–79.8 mm

2.6°–51°
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Fig. 8 Examples using
memoryless frame selection
model defined by (4). Four
different sets of requested
regions and the corresponding
optimal frame are displayed.
Note that the resulting frame is
very different than what would
be determined by simple
averaging, and that some
requests never get satisfied

Studio 2003.NET and adopted the MPEG-2 encoder and decoder source code developed by the MPEG Software Simulation Group.
We have conducted experiments using data from field
tests. As illustrated in Fig. 11, we have deployed our camera in two testing fields including a construction site at UC
Berkeley and a pond in Central Park, College Station, Texas.
We have collected data at both sites. For the construction
site, data cover a duration from Feb. 10, 2005 to Jun. 2,
2005. The camera has been controlled by both online users
and a pre-programmed patrolling sequence. Data collected
in the park cover the experiment duration of Aug. 24, 2005
to Aug. 31, 2005. The construction site provides an urban
environment setting while tests in the park provide a natural
environment setting.
The data for each trial consist of 609 image frames captured at a resolution of 640 × 480. For a frame rate of 25
frames per second, the data represent 24 seconds of recording by the HCM 280a. The overall raw RGB data file size is
536 megabytes for the 24-bit color depth used in the experiment. The constructed panorama has an overall resolution of
2742 × 909 after cropping the uneven edges. The panorama

size is much smaller than what the camera can provide (i.e.
giga-pixel level). Since our tests involve speed tests, a large
image file will involve an excessive mixture of RAM and
disk operations, which could bias the speed test results. Using a smaller data set can minimize disk-seeking operations
and reveal the real difference in computation speed.
In the first test, we are interested in testing how much
storage savings we can gain from the design and how much
computation time is needed to achieve the gain. During all
the tests, we set the MPEG-2 quantization level to 50 without a rate limit. Therefore, we can compare the size of the
video file data at the same video quality at different patch
size settings. The last row in Table 3 actually encodes the entire panorama video at once without using patches, which is
used as the benchmarking case. In this case, we update and
generate a full panorama for each arriving camera frame.
Then the full panorama is added into the GOP for encoding. The file size in Table 3 is displayed in units of kilobytes. Smaller file size means less storage and is preferable.
It is interesting to see that patch-based approach has significant savings in storage. This is expected because our system does not encode the un-updated part of the panorama
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Fig. 11 Experiment sites
Table 3 Storage and computation speed versus different patch sizes.
The 6th row divides the panorama into vertical tiles using Ng et al.’s
method in (Ng et al. 2005). The 7th row does not divide the panorama
video at all which transmits the whole panorama video at once
Patch size

Fig. 9 Examples with the temporal frame selection Model defined
by (5). The set of requested region is held constant, but weights evolve
so that the camera frame changes to facilitate “fairness”

Fig. 10 Data of requested regions from June 8, 2002 to February 6,
2003

#Patches

File size (kb)

Speed

1

96 × 96

290

8044

6.9×

2

128 × 96

220

8191

6.4×

3

256 × 192

55

8871

5.0×

4

320 × 240

36

9965

3.8×

5

480 × 320

18

11099

3.1×

6

458 × 909

6

16688

2.4×

7

2742 × 909

1

22163

1×

as opposed to the benchmarking case which repeatedly encodes the un-updated region. The speed column compares
the computation speed under the various patch size settings
with the benchmarking case. As shown in Table 3, encoding
the entire panorama in the benchmarking case takes more
time than that of the patch-based approach. The computation speed gets faster as the patch size reduces. This can be
explained by two reasons (1) less data: we do not repeatedly encode the un-updated region and (2) smaller problem
space: the block matching problem space is much smaller
for a smaller patch size in the MPEG-2 encoding. The 6th
row in Table 3 encodes the panorama using the vertical division method in (Ng et al. 2005). Actually, the method in
(Ng et al. 2005) encodes the entire panorama because it was
designed for multiple-camera systems. To ensure a fair comparison, we improve it using by only coding the updated part
of the panorama. Even though it is not as efficient as square
pathes.
In the second test, we are interested in studying how
much bandwidth is needed for a normal user query. We as-
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sume that user has a screen resolution of 800 × 600. Therefore, the request follows the same size. We know that the
bandwidth requirement depends on how many patches the
request intersects with. We study two cases including the
best-case scenario and the worst-case scenario. The bestcase scenario refers to the case that the request intersects
with the least number of patches. The worst-case scenario is
the opposite. Table 4 summarizes the test results. Again, the
last row of the table is the benchmarking case that encodes
the entire panorama whenever there is a new frame entering the system. The 6th row refers to the modified (Ng et al.
2005) method. As expected, a smaller patch size is preferred
because it requires less bandwidth.
6.4 Field tests
Our system has been deployed in 8 different sites for a variety of applications including building construction monitoring, public surveillance, distance learning, and natural
observation. Table 5 summarizes the deployment history.
Due to space limit, we cannot detail each deployment. We
have recorded over 300,000 users in those deployments. The
robot cameras have executed more than 52 million commands.
During the field tests, both frame selection models have
been tested. We have collected feedback from online users
Table 4 Bandwidth for a user query versus different patch sizes. Same
as those in Table 3, the 6th row and the 7th row give results for comparison to Ng et al’s method in (Ng et al. 2005) and the naive benchmarking
method that transmits the whole panorama video, respectively
Patch size

Worst case (kbps)

Best case (kbps)

1

96 × 96

739.7

582.5

2

128 × 96

794.3

608.1

3

256 × 192

1344.1

860.2

4

320 × 240

1476.3

830.4

5

480 × 320

1849.8

822.1

6

458 × 909

3708.4

927.1

7

2742 × 909

7387.7

7387.7

during all the tests. Although inconclusive, it is interesting
to see that a majority of users would prefer the memoryless
frame selection model if there are less concurrent activities
in camera coverage region. For example, users in construction monitoring applications usually observe a single activity over a relatively long period of time and they prefer the
memoryless frame selection model. This is due to the fact
that memoryless frame selection model tends to observe a
fixed location if the requests do not change often. When they
are multiple current interesting activities, users tend to be
more satisfied with the temporal frame selection model. In
applications such as natural observation, users usually prefer to shift attention more frequently in between several current activities. Hence the temporal frame selection model
is more desirable. We conjecture that this phenomenon also
relates to our design of limiting one request per user. In natural observation cases, the user might want to observe several locations. Although he/she cannot enter more frames,
he/she tends to rely on other users to select other interesting
locations and hope the system can observe all those locations in long run. However, the memoryless frame model
would always select the most popular region and cannot patrol the camera to other interesting locations. Hence, it is
understandable that users would prefer the temporal frame
selection model in this case.

7 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we present frame selection models and ondemand content delivery for collaborative observation with
a networked robotic camera. We present system architecture, frame selection models, user interface, and codec algorithms. We introduce memoryless and temporal frame selection models that effectively enable collaborative real time
control of the camera based on the competing inputs from
in-situ sensors and users. We design a patch-based motion
panorama representation and coding/decoding algorithms
(codec) to allow efficient storage and on-demand content
delivery. We have implemented the system and extensively

Table 5 A summary of field tests
Application

Duration

Location

1

In-lab test

Jun. 2002–Feb. 2003

Alpha Lab, UC Berkeley

2

Construction monitoring

Jun. 2003–Jun. 2005

Stanley Hall Construction site, UC Berkeley

3

Public surveillance

Sep. 2004

Sproul Plaza, UC Berkeley

4

Construction monitoring

Oct. 2004–Aug. 2005

CITRIS II Construction site, UC Berkeley

5

Natural observation

Aug. 2005

Central Park, College Station, TX

6

Marine life observation

Nov. 2005–Jan. 2006

Richardson Bay Audubon Sanctuary, CA

7

Distance learning

May 2006

PolyPEDAL Lab, UC Berkeley

8

Bird watching

Apr. 2007–present

Sutro Forest, CA
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tested our design in real world applications including natural
observation, public surveillance, and building construction
monitoring. Experiments suggest that our frame selection
models are efficient and that our on-demand video delivery
codec can satisfy a variety of spatiotemporal queries efficiently in terms of computation time communications bandwidth.
In the future, we will extend our frame selection models to multiple cameras. Efficient algorithms will be developed to address the p-camera problem. Camera motion
scheduling and path planning problem is also an interesting
problem to investigate. There is also an important humanrobot interaction/human-computer interaction problem such
as how different frame selection models would impact user
behavior or system performance. We will work with colleagues in HCI to address those problems using formal user
studies. More quantitative analysis will also be conducted
regarding this problem. We will also improve and implement our on-demand content delivery with more powerful
streaming protocols such as MPEG4 family. Another interesting extension is to allow users to enter knowledge-based
description instead of a fixed rectangular input. This is of a
great value for many applications because users often do not
know where the interesting objects are in the camera coverage region but they do know what objects they are interested
in. This will generate a set of new research problems: how
to optimize the camera configuration with respect to a set of
abstractions.
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